Q&A

KANATA Energy Group
– The New Midstream Maestro
By Tom Keyser

T

o Kevin Cumming’s way of thinking, the stars aligned late last year,
creating the ideal conditions for a new
corporate player in the Western Canadian midstream sector.
“It was the right time and the right
team,” says the President of KANATA
Energy Group, the startup in question. A longtime senior executive with
ATCO Midstream, Mr. Cumming, who
was President of ATCO Midstream from
2004 through 2011, recently concluded
an introductory presentation with the
words: “That’s KANATA, and that’s why
I like getting up in the morning.”
Mr. Cumming was able to put together
his dream team by fishing in a deep
pool of industry veterans who were
looking for new horizons and ready to
embrace a modicum of risk. He also
was also able to find a group of steadfast, industry-leading investors who
shared his midstream vision.
It was the quality of the core management team that sold backers on the
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concept of KANATA, a company that
plans to focus on field gathering, processing and liquids extraction in the
Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin.

Q:

You’ve said you’re excited
about your new, privately held
company, KANATA, because of the entrepreneurial aspects of this ambitious
startup. What are KANATA’s origins?

A:

We closed on our initial financing with an equity commitment
of about $330 million on December 14
of 2012 and had our full team in place
by February of this year. We have no
assets as yet but our investors have
put their faith in the quality of the
senior management team that we’ve
been able to put together.

Q:
A:

Who are some of the key
members of the team?

Randy Hughes, our VP of
Business Development, has a
great deal of experience covering the
entire gas value chain, including a long
Energy Processing Canada

career with ATCO. He’s particularly
strong on operations, business development and commodity marketing.
Mike Dever, our Operations VP, is a
long-term industry guy as well. Mike
joined me at ATCO Midstream in 2001
when we acquired Wolcott Gas Processing and I always say Mike was one
of the most important assets we acquired in that deal. I’ve been working
with Mike ever since. He has a great
background in project development,
operations, business development,
natural gas liquids, you name it, he’s
done it all.

Q:
A:

How about the remainder of
the management group?

Our CFO is Kim Anderson.
She came out of Provident
Energy, before they were acquired
by Pembina Pipelines, where she
led Provident’s finance and investor relations teams. When she left
Provident, someone called and suggested that I talk to this lady. She’s
www.northernstar.ab.ca
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Team KANATA (from left): Randy Hughes, Mike Dever, Kim Anderson, Kevin Cumming and Peter Real.

extremely good and very knowledgeable on the midstream side.
She also has an investment banking
background and has a complete understanding of the type of business
we’re involved with.
The final member of the management team is Peter Real. Peter has
spent many years in the business as
an engineer and a consultant. He’ll
serve as our VP of Engineering &
Construction. He’s extremely knowledgeable in design and construction,
and has overseen approximately
$100 million a year in projects during the last few years. A great asset
for the company.
It’s a formidable team that we’ve assembled and we’re excited about what
we think we can do together.

Q:

What was your motivation for
getting this ball rolling? Did
you feel there was a strong need for
another player in Western Canada’s
midstream sector?
www.northernstar.ab.ca

A:

I’ve watched this industry
almost from its infancy. When
I got into it in ‘94 there were only
two companies working in the gas
processing side of the midstream
industry. Since then, I’ve watched them
come and go. It’s a business that has
achieved maturity in the U.S. but here
in Canada, we’re still working on moving it forward and there is still a lot of
room to grow. When I looked at the
sector, there weren’t a lot of small, aggressive companies in Canada, whereas in the U.S., there are many of them.
So I thought I saw an opportunity.

Q:

How did you get private
equity backers interested in
your startup?

A:

The genesis of the whole thing
came during a golf game in
Banff with Brian Boulanger of ARC
Financial Corp. We were in a golf
tournament and got to talking about
the midstream industry. Turns out ARC
Financial had been looking to get back
into the midstream sector with a new
Energy Processing Canada

investment. Their issue was finding the
right management team. When I left
ATCO, we got back in touch and one
thing led to another. I started working
with ARC Financial in April of 2012 to
put things together.

Q:
A:

Is ARC the only private backer
of your company?

No, we have three major investors. ARC Financial is the core
one here in Calgary. They have great
knowledge of the sector, understand
midstream and have great industry
relationships. We also have the Teachers’ Private Capital, the private-equity
arm of Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan,
on board. They are also a great, wellconnected sponsor with a broad base
of knowledge.
The third investor is a bit lesser
known in Canada but very well
known in the U.S. Energy Spectrum
Capital is based in Dallas. This is a
private equity firm that specializes
exclusively in the energy industry.
May/June 13
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They have a long history of investing in U.S companies and wanted
to invest in a midstream company
in Canada. I really like them; they’re
great individuals who understand the
business very well. More importantly,
the U.S. midstream model has been
very successful, and with Energy
Spectrum we’ll be able to import
some of that knowledge into Canada.
Overall, we’re extremely pleased with
our team of investors.

Q:

Do you consider yourself fully
capitalized or are you still trolling for additional investors?

A:

At this time we think we’re
well funded. We have an
equity commitment of approximately
$330 million, and we feel that we can
turn that into a $1 billion or more of
assets through re-injection of cash
flow and bank financing.

Q:

Midstream is almost a vague
term, isn’t it? There are many
Canadian companies described as
midstream but they’re not all doing
exactly the same type of work. What
specific type of a midstream company does KANATA Energy Group
strive to be?

A:

We’re not really modelling
ourselves after any existing company in the sector. We’re
completely focused on the WCSB,
concentrating on field gas gathering
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and processing and liquids extraction. We’re solely in the field and are
very interested in the unconventional and the rejuvenated plays that are
being developed.
We’re trying to find areas where
there may be a lack of infrastructure
to move the product to market, or
there may be existing infrastructure
that may be unsuitable for the type
of development in the region. For
example, if you’ve got sweet gas,
you really don’t want to be moving
it through a deep sour gas plant.
We’re really interested in extracting
NGLs in the field and will do it at
a low cut, a mid-cut or a deep cut,
depending on what our customers
want us to do. We are also interested in working with producers where
we discuss a risk sharing approach
to midstream infrastructure.

Q:

You’re only a few months out
of the gate and the company
owns no assets as yet. What’s your
game plan from this point forward?

A:

We’re interested in existing assets, acquiring them and building them out to something scalable, or
we can build greenfield. There’s nothing to stop us from going either way.
For the first few months, we’ve been
focused on getting our name out
there and talking to people. So far, it
has worked quite well. We’re finding
a very positive response to what we
Energy Processing Canada

want to do. Because of our size and
because of the private nature of our
funding, we have the ability to take
on more risk and very quickly, if need
be, to acquire assets in the field. We
want to help our customers to get
the best value they can, and we’ll use
our knowledge and capabilities to
achieve that.
We really believe in our capabilities but
we also believe that our customers’
success is critical to our success.

Q:
A:

Have you put together a plan
for capital expenditures as yet?

Q:
A:

How would you describe your
target market?

We’ve built a lot of flexibility
into our business plan. We plan
to spend $1 billion over a period of five
to seven years. As of today, we are
looking at quite a few possibilities and
we’re quite encouraged by the quality
of the opportunities we are seeing.

We’re primarily looking at junior
and intermediate upstream companies but that doesn’t rule out some
of the larger companies as well. We’re
talking with everybody. It’s a matter of
finding a solution in an area that makes
sense for a number of players.
Our focus is strictly on the gas side.
We’re interested in the kind of plays
where higher liquid natural gas is
being developed. That doesn’t mean
www.northernstar.ab.ca
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We’re trying to find areas where there may be
a lack of infrastructure to move the product to
market, or there may be existing infrastructure
that may be unsuitable for the type of development in the region.

at some point we wouldn’t do dry
gas as well but you have to follow
where the market wants to go. We
also think there is a fair amount of

opportunity surrounding solution
gas, particularly in such areas as the
Duvernay or the Cardium oil areas.

Q:

KANATA
will go
forward as a
private company
for the foreseeable future. Do
you think there
will come a time
when you’d consider taking the
company public?
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A:

That’s
possible.
With all private
equity-based
financing, you’re
typically looking
at a five-to-sevenyear time frame.
There will eventually be an exit
avenue for our
investors. Would
that take the form
of an IPO? That’s
a possibility.
Would it be a sale
of the company?
That’s a possibility. Would it take
the form of new
private equity
coming in? That’s
a possibility as
well. There will
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always be strong interest in quality
assets and good management teams.

Q:

What’s your outlook for
LNG? Are we going to get
the required infrastructure to start
shipping it overseas?

A:

Industry will react, as it always does, to resolve issues.
Right now we have a huge resource
in the WCSB that can be developed
but we don’t have a market for it.
When you have large multinational
players such as Shell and Chevron in
the business of producing LNG, you
know that there’s real interest and
that something’s going to happen.
Everybody’s moving in that direction.
I’m pretty sure we’ll see ongoing development of LNG throughout North
America because the resource is so
enormous. I believe there will be a
huge amount of opportunity here.
I’m very bullish on gas, on the whole.
I really think that it’s the fuel of the
future. And not just LNG.
As we start to move from coal-fired
power plants, the alternative, in the
short term at least, is natural gas.
Especially with natural gas prices
as low as they have been. Gas-fired
power plants are going to be a big
part of our future. Gas just makes
sense. It’s going to happen.
Tom Keyser is a freelance writer in
Kelowna, British Columbia.
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